Inspirational Horse

Spring/Summer 2016
Solstice Ranch—First
Season!

What an amazing spring in Tennessee we had! Solstice Ranch opened it’s
doors to the first full year of Courses and Clinics! Limited to only 6 Riders,
students loved it! Students came in Mid-March thru the end of May.
Everyone enjoyed the covered arena, round pen, RV hookups and grass arenas.
It’s so peaceful and quiet some even extended their stay!!
2017 promises to be a busy year too! Courses/Clinics start the middle of March
and go through June then to start back up in Sept-Nov!
Do you want to come to Solstice
Ranch?
Email Aimee for more info!!
aimee@inspriationalhorse.com

I’ve seen some pretty amazing
things with horses over the
years. Their patience, clarity
and support is never ending.
Students come to me time and
time again with struggles,
questions and successes. It never ceases to amaze me, what
we will do for our horses and
them for us. The lengths and
determination to continue this
journey no matter what stands
in our way. I am forever
grateful for this Inspiration—
thank you horses and students!
—-Aimee

Solstice Ranch Pictures Cont.…..

Wisconsin Clinics!
What a wonderful time we had in June with 3 clinics, over 30 participants! Students got to dive into the world of intention, mental connection and movements
to support our bodies! This being our 5th year it was great to catch up with students again and continue with more information and support to prior clinics.
Can’t wait to see where students take their information!

FIND THE HERD

Seeking the human—-freely

Liberty has always been one of my favorite ways to interact with horses. In 1997 when I got my L3 I was starting
to discover some amazing things to do at liberty! Cantering with my horse next to me, lead changes, spins and
lateral towards me at different gaits! It seemed that there was nothing I couldn’t do with my horse. Then I
started playing with more horses and I learned so much from each one of them. As I started teaching more and
more I found that liberty could work well for one student but for the most part be quite challenging and that
was just in the round pen….forget a big arena!
In 2010 I starting working on some different ways of supporting liberty for students and found some very interesting things!! One of the biggest issues I kept seeing what the fact that the students were constantly trying to
“keep” the horses from leaving and if the horse left they would “DO” something about it! It became a game of
control and reward/punishment instead of connection and harmony.
Many times when a horse would stay, it would lack motivation, seem to just do what it was told and if any energy was asked for it would run off. I felt like there was something big missing from how people thought about
Liberty.
When we hold the internal stress of trying to keep the horse from leaving all kinds of things are pushed out of balance!
When the horse knows it has to stay it is also pushed out of balance!

In watching horses interact together I noticed the connection they had and the ways they supported it.
I’ve never seen a horse not know how to choose it’s herd! They are naturally created to seek and be drawn to
something. From these questions and desires …...Find the Herd emerged!!

What if the horse didn't want to leave? What if it did and you
knew how to influence the horse to choose you? No stress, no punishment just enjoyment and a secure connection.

Cantering to FTH—free will!

In the photos of students, look closely….what you see are horses choosing to
stay. Allowed to choose who they would like to be with. Not being asked to
come back or to stay. There is no other person supporting or pushing the horse
back. This is a 100x150 arena, not a round pen!
In my creation and development of Find the Herd, Liberty has become fun again. Students understand their role and the horses do
too.
With the concepts and language of FTH, the student and horse develop an understanding and bond. Lightness and exuberance are
maintained. Connection and understanding are created—-this is not
a food motivated response. Horses don’t use food to stay together!
They choose each other, they need each other!

Find the Herd came from my accumulated knowledge and the help of the
horses. There are 3 stages—Find the Herd, Confirm the Herd, BE the Herd.
FTH is the beginning of Liberty, no matter what level the horse or human.
FTH is just one example of the many natural and intuitive concepts Inspirational Horse has to offer.
Learn more about this amazing concept, come to a clinic!

The horse isn’t asked to come….it finds
you….imagine how that would feel?

Softly
following

First time playing FTH—
trotting to keep up!

2017
It’s hard to believe it’s already August! Dates for 2017 are going to be released shortly. You may notice a slight change….I’ll be traveling less next
year! With Solstice Ranch and the facilities coming together I will be home
more than ever. It’s my biggest dream, to be able to continue my horsemanship journey and support students that share the same dream!
Of course I can’t leave my dedicated students! So yes I will still travel! I
know TN isn’t close to everyone…..
For those of you who want to come and soak it all up, please email me.
There are lots of different opportunities but limited space. Clinics and
Courses are limited to (6) students! Very personal, and not offered anywhere else! A small number of auditor positions are open too.

I can’t wait to see you and your horse at Solstice Ranch.
Thoughtfully—-Aimee :)

UP CLINICS
2016
Locations can have multiple
clinics. Most clinics book up
early, please email for rider
and auditor availability.

Vermont
Aug 9th-19th

California
September 14th-28th

Solstice Ranch—TN
10 Day Course
Oct 10th-21st

INFORMATION:
info@inspirationalhorse.com

